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ABSTRACT
Designing Developable Mechanisms on Conical and Cylindrical Developable Surfaces
Lance Parker Hyatt
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
The research results presented in this thesis provide tools and methods to aid in the design
of developable mechanisms. This work will help engineers design compact mechanisms onto
developable surfaces, making it possible for them to be used in future applications.
The thesis introduces terminology and definitions to describe conical developable mechanisms. Models are developed to describe mechanism motion with respect to the apex of the conical
surface, and connections are made to cylindrical developable mechanisms using projected angles.
The Loop Sum Method is presented as an approach to determine the geometry of the cone to which
a given spherical mechanism can be mapped. A method for position analysis is presented to determine the location of any point along the link of a mechanism with respect to the conical geometry.
These methods are also applied to multiloop spherical mechanisms.
This work created tools and methods to design cylindrical and conical developable mechanisms from flat, planar patterns. Equations are presented that relate the link lengths and link angles
of planar and spherical mechanisms to the dimensions in a flat configuration. These flat patterns
can then be formed into curved, developable mechanisms. Guidelines are established to determine
if a mechanism described by a flat pattern can exhibit intramobile or extramobile behavior. A developable mechanism can only potentially exhibit intramobile or extramobile behavior if none of
the links extend beyond half of the flat pattern. The behavior of a mechanism can change depending on the location of the cut of the flat pattern. Different joint designs are discussed including
lamina emergent torsional (LET) joints.
It is shown that developable mechanisms on regular cylindrical surfaces can be described
using cyclic quadrilaterals. Mechanisms can exist in either an open or crossed configuration, and
these configurations correspond to convex and crossed cyclic quadrilaterals. Using equations developed for both convex and crossed cyclic quadrilaterals, the geometry of the reference surface
to which a four-bar mechanism can be mapped is found. Grashof mechanisms can be mapped
to two surfaces in open or crossed configurations. The way to map a non-Grashof mechanism to
a cylindrical surface is in its open configuration. Extramobile and intramobile behavior can be
achieved depending on selected pairs within a cyclic quadrilateral and its position within the circumcircle. Selecting different sets of links as the ground link changes the potential behavior of the
mechanism. Different cases are tabulated to represent all possibilities.

Keywords: developable mechanisms, developable surfaces, compact mechanisms, spherical mechanisms, kinematics
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation
Developable surfaces such as cylinders, cones, and tangent developed surfaces are used in

a variety of engineering applications [1]. Several unique properties make them ideal for use in
architecture [2–4], aerospace [5, 6], watercraft design [7], medical devices [8, 9], and industrial
design [10]. When limited to three dimensions, developable surfaces like cylinders and cones
are ruled surfaces that can be formed by transforming a plane without stretching or tearing the
surface [11].
Developable mechanisms are mechanisms that can conform to a developable surface at
some point in their motion [12]. By understanding the fundamentals of these mechanisms, engineers can integrate complex motion and functionality into different locations and surfaces. For
example, many aerospace structures have cylindrical bodies and conical noses [6]. If a developable
mechanism is placed on either surface, it could be launched in the compact, conformed position
and then be deployed later in flight increasing the potential functionality of the rocket with little cost in volume, similar to the benefits of deployable solar arrays [13]. These same principles
can also be applied at a smaller scale in medical devices where the tools continue to decrease in
size [14]. For example, a minimally invasive surgical device needs to enter through a small incision
and then a mechanism embedded in the developable shaft could expand, increasing the potential
function of the device for the given mechanism size.
Previous work has explored some of the fundamentals of developable mechanisms on regular cylindrical surfaces [15]. However, further research is needed to understand the limitations
of these mechanisms and the behavior of mechanisms on conical surfaces. Conical developable
mechanisms are spherical mechanisms which introduce some distinct design requirements from
the planar, cylindrical developable mechanisms.

1

Several methods for spherical mechanism design and analysis exist [16–21], but do not
consider the constraints of conforming to a specific surface. The complex motion of these spherical
mechanisms have several applications to control the orientation of items in assembly processes
[22], multi-DOF wrists [23], parallel mechanisms [24, 25], gripper mechanisms [26], designing
rigid origami [27], and medical rehabilitation devices [28]. Through an understanding of conical
developable mechanisms, engineers can incorporate the high utility of spherical mechanisms into
compact linkages that conform to a given surface and deploy when needed.

1.2

Research Objectives
The objective of the research is to provide tools and methods to aid in the design of de-

velopable mechanisms on conical and cylindrical surfaces. By creating new tools for analysis and
synthesis, designers can map new complex developable mechanisms onto surfaces used in many
engineering applications. While conical developable mechanisms exhibit three-dimensional motion, this research makes connections to planar mechanism analysis which allows for simpler and
more intuitive design.
This research also seeks to provide methods to design developable mechanisms using planar manufacturing methods. This work builds on the principles used to create planar Lamina Emergent Mechanisms (LEMs) [29] to create both cylindrical and conical developable mechanisms.

1.3

Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 introduces an approach for designing developable mechanisms on circular coni-

cal surfaces. Connections between conical and cylindrical developable mechanisms are made, and
tools are presented to map general spherical mechanisms onto a conical surface. Several examples
are provided of both four-bar and multiloop mechanisms. The work presented in Chapter 2 has
been published in Mechanism and Machine Theory [30].
Chapter 3 introduces tools to design cylindrical and conical developable mechanisms from
flat developed patterns. Connections are made to Lamina Emergent Mechanisms and several physical examples are presented. This research has been accepted for presentation at the International
Design Engineering Technology Conferences (IDETC) [31].

2

Chapter 4 presents a method to use cyclic quadrilaterals to design cylindrical developable
mechanisms. It also develops criteria to determine the potential behavior of mechanisms on a
cylindrical surface. This work is published in the proceedings of the USCToMM Symposium on
Mechanical Systems and Robotics [32].
Chapter 5 provides a summary of the conclusions of the work presented as well as discussion of possible future work.

3

CHAPTER 2.

2.1

DEVELOPABLE MECHANISMS ON RIGHT CONICAL SURFACES

Introduction
This chapter introduces tools to aid in the design and analysis of mechanisms on right con-

ical surfaces. A background on developable mechanisms is given along with some of the analysis
methods for cylindrical developable mechanisms. Some conventions of spherical mechanisms are
also presented. Terms and definitions for conical developable mechanisms are then introduced.
These definitions facilitate a connection to the design methods for cylindrical developable mechanisms. A method to determine the geometry of a cone to which a spherical mechanism can be
mapped is introduced. Finally, an approach for the position analysis of a conical developable
mechanism is presented based on the geometry of the conical surface.

2.2
2.2.1

Background
Developable Surfaces
Developable surfaces have been studied and utilized in a variety of fields from architecture

and engineering to computer science [3, 33]. When restricting our definition to R3 space, developable surfaces are a subset of ruled surfaces, have zero Gaussian curvature, are isometric to a
plane, and are an envelope of a 1-parameter family of planes [1, 11]. As a ruled surface, it can
be formed by moving a straight line (a ruling line) through space. For a ruled surface to be developable, the ruling line must characterize one of the principle curvatures, causing the product
of the principle curvatures (Gaussian curvature) to be zero. Being isometric to a plane means that
any distance between two points measured along the surface will remain constant if the surface
is flattened onto a plane. A useful description of developable surfaces is any surface that can be
flattened to a plane without stretching or tearing.

4

Figure 2.1: Three non-trivial developable surfaces: (left) generalized cylinder, (middle) generalized cone, and (right) tangent developable surface.

There are three non-trivial types of developable surfaces apart from a plane: generalized
cylinders, generalized cones, and tangent developable surfaces. The ruling lines of a generalized
cylinder are all parallel while the ruling lines of a generalized cone all converge to a point. The
ruling lines for a tangent developed surface are all tangent to a spacial curve. Figure 2.1 shows
examples of the three types of developable surfaces.

2.2.2

Developable Mechanisms
Developable mechanisms are defined as mechanisms that fulfill three requirements [12]:

1. Are contained within or conform to developable surfaces when both are modeled with zerothickness
2. Have mobility
3. Do not require the developable surface to deform to enable the mechanism’s movement
These mechanisms are facilitated by aligning revolute joint axes along the ruling lines of
the host developable surface. This is known as the Hinge-Axis Ruling Condition [12]. By applying
this condition to the three non-trivial developable surfaces, different types of mechanisms can be
mapped to each surface. Planar mechanisms can be mapped to cylindrical surfaces, spherical
mechanisms can be mapped to conical surfaces, and spatial mechanisms can be mapped to tangent
developable surfaces. Nelson et al. presents examples of the three types of mechanisms, while

5

this work focuses on conical developable mechanisms [12]. The surface to which a developable
mechanism is mapped is called the reference surface.
Traditional kinematic analysis of mechanisms relies only on the relative location of the
joints, and the links can have any arbitrary shape [34]. However, to satisfy the first requirement,
the links of a developable mechanism must also conform to the reference surface. Greenwood et
al. defined this as the link-shape condition [15].

2.2.3

Spherical Mechanisms
While planar mechanism motion is limited to two dimensions, spherical mechanisms move

in three dimensions. They are a subset of spatial mechanisms with all of their joint axes converging
to a single point. For this special case, any point on the mechanism will be constrained to motion
on a reference sphere around the point where the axes converge.
Planar mechanisms appear as a limiting case of spherical mechanisms with a center point at
infinity [35]. While planar mechanism kinematics are determined by link lengths, the kinematics
of spherical mechanisms are defined by the link angles [19]. The loop equations used to analyze
spherical mechanisms are typically compositions of rotations about a base frame located at the
point where the axes converge rather than vector loops of complex numbers commonly used for
planar mechanisms. These differences require special consideration as some analysis techniques
for planar mechanisms may not apply to spherical mechanisms [18].
Traditional spherical mechanisms are represented with links that conform to a reference
sphere on which they travel. Figure 2.2 is an example of a spherical four-bar mechanism with
the link angles labeled. While several conventions have been used to describe spherical four-bar
mechanisms, this paper will use the convention presented by McCarthy [19]. The links α, η, β ,
and γ refer to the input, coupler, output, and ground link, respectively. A reference coordinate
frame is placed with the origin F where the joint axes converge with the z-axis in the direction of
O. The y-axis is oriented along the vector O×C. The input angle θ is the angle about O, and the
output angle ψ about C, both measured counterclockwise from the xz plane. A coupler angle ξ is
defined as the dihedral angle between planes OFA and AFB.
For any spherical mechanism, there exist a number of supplementary spherical linkages
that are kinematically equivalent [18]. This is because the joint axes intersect the center of the
6
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Figure 2.2: A traditional 4-bar spherical mechanism with all axes and link angles labeled, and the
links following the surface of a sphere.

reference sphere, and cross the surface of the sphere in two locations. A spherical link is created
as a portion of the great circle connecting two different joint axes along the reference sphere. With
the two intersecting locations, there are multiple options to connect the joint axes to create mechanisms with different link angles but identical kinematic behavior. For example, any given four-bar
spherical mechanism has 15 other kinematically equivalent configurations if the link angles in each
supplementary linkage is no greater than 180◦ .
Grashof’s criterion used for planar four-bar mechanisms can also be applied to spherical
four-bar mechanisms [36]. A mechanism is a Grashof mechanism if one of the links can rotate
completely relative to the other links. McCarthy introduced four parameters based on the link
angles that can be used to determine the classification of a mechanism [19]. The four parameters
T1 , T2 , T3 , and T4 are defined below.
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T1 = γ − α + η − β

(2.1)

T2 = γ − α − η + β

(2.2)

T3 = η + β − γ − α

(2.3)

T4 = 360◦ − α − η − β − γ

(2.4)

When you multiply these parameters together, the sign of the product will indicate whether
a mechanism satisfies Grashof’s criterion. If the product is positive (T1 T2 T3 T4 > 0), the mechanism
will be a Grashof linkage, and a negative product (T1 T2 T3 T4 < 0) defines a nonGrashof linkage. A
mechanism is folded if one or more of the parameters listed is zero. This means that at some point
in the motion of the linkage, all joint axis can lie on a plane.

2.2.4

Instant Centers and Instant Pole Axes
In planar kinematics, instant centers are often used for the velocity analysis of a mechanism

[34]. An instant center is a point where there is no relative velocity between two bodies at a given
instant [37]. This principle is useful when determining the relative motion of a mechanism in
a given configuration. An analog for instant centers exists in spherical mechanisms commonly
referred to as relative or instant pole axes [18, 38]. For two spherical links, α and η, the instant
pole axis is denoted as Pαη . This is the axis about which each link rotates relative to each other.
The points where this axis intersects the reference sphere are points where there is no relative
velocity between the two links.
For a spherical mechanism, the instant pole axis of two adjacent links is the joint axis that
connects them. For the mechanism shown in Fig. 2.2 the instant pole axis Pαη is joint axis A. For
the links on opposite sides of the mechanism, the instant pole axis can be determined by extending
two great circles that contain the other two links and finding their intersection on the reference
sphere. The instant pole axis is the line that passes through that intersection and the center of the
reference sphere. To find the instant pole axis Pηγ of the mechanism in Fig. 2.2, a great circle that
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P
P

Figure 2.3: The instant pole axis Pηγ which represents the axis about which link η rotates with
respect to link γ.

passes through O and A intersects with a great circle that passes through C and B at point P. The
instant pole axis passes through point P and the center of the reference sphere as shown in Fig. 2.3.

2.2.5

Intramobility, Extramobility, and Transmobility
A developable mechanism is defined as conforming to or being contained within a devel-

opable surface, so it is helpful to understand the motion of the mechanism relative to the reference
surface. Three classifications for developable mechanisms have been defined by Greenwood [15]:
intramobility, extramobility, and transmobility. These classifications determine whether all or part
of the mechanism will enter or exit the reference surface when actuated from its conformed position. This is particularly useful when designing a mechanism that must conform to the inside or
outside of a rigid developable surface and would be unable to cross the surface.
Greenwood presents two graphical methods to determine the classification of a regular
cylindrical mechanism: the Instant Center Reference Line (ICRL) method and the shadow method.
The ICRL method determines the classification of a mechanism using the instant centers of each
link. For a link i, the instant center with respect to ground is IC1i . The ICRL is the line drawn
through IC1i and the center of the cylindrical cross section. The location of a link with respect to the
9

IC13

IC13

Figure 2.4: A four-bar mechanism on a circle with the ICRL method illustrated for the coupler
link.

Figure 2.5: The shadow method shown for a four-bar mechanism. As the center of the circle is
contained within the shaded portion, the mechanism is exclusively transmobile.

ICRL determines whether or not the mechanism is intramobile, extramobile, and/or transmobile.
The green coupler link in Fig. 2.4 lies on either side of the ICRL. Therefore, the mechanism is
exclusively transmobile, meaning that part of the mechanism will enter the cylinder while another
part will exit.
The shadow method is limited to 1 DOF mechanisms with at least one grounded four-bar
loop. While faster than the ICRL method, the shadow method can only indicate the possibility of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.6: (a) A four-bar spherical mechanism that is (b) mapped onto a conical surface with
modified link shapes to conform to the surface and (c) shown in hardware.

intramobility or extramobility. When the mechanism is represented with a skeleton diagram, the
area between the input and output links is shaded, and the location of the center point of the circle
relative to this shaded area can determine the possible classifications. An example of the shadow
method is shown in Fig. 2.5. The center of the circle is inside the shaded region, meaning the
mechanism is exclusively transmobile. A full description of the different cases for both the ICRL
and shadow method can be found in [15]. This paper extends these two methods to right conical
developable mechanisms.

2.3

Conical Developable Mechanisms
As noted, a conical surface has ruling lines that converge to a point. A spherical mechanism

can be mapped to a conical surface by placing the center of the reference sphere at the convergence
point and aligning the joint axes to the ruling lines. Then, to satisfy the link-shape condition, the
shape of the links are modified to conform to the surface. This process was outlined by Nelson
et al. [12], and is shown in Fig. 2.6 mapping the mechanism from Fig. 2.2 to a conical surface.
A method for analyzing developable mechanisms on a right circular conical surface is presented
below.
While any spherical mechanism can be mapped to an arbitrary conical surface, there are
some spherical mechanisms that can not be mapped to a regular right cone. To map a spherical
mechanism to a right conical surface, it must have a configuration in which all link angles lie on
one side of a reference sphere because a right cone only exists in one hemisphere of a reference
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sphere. If the links extend to both hemispheres, it can be mapped to a generalized conical surface.
The parameter T4 defined in Eq. 2.4 can identify whether a four-bar mechanism with link angles
α, η, β , and γ is contained within one hemisphere of the sphere or whether it wraps around the
sphere [19]. The conditions for this behavior are

mechanism :



T4 > 0

one hemisphere


T4 < 0

wraps around sphere

With the properties outlined by Chiang [18] to simplify a spherical mechanism to minimal
link angles, many mechanisms can be assembled with supplementary linkages to achieve the same
motion with different link angles. If a supplementary linkage lies in one hemisphere, that mechanism can be mapped onto a right cone. If the supplementary linkage wraps around the sphere, it
can be mapped to a generalized conical developable surface.

2.3.1

Projected Angles
Right circular cones can be defined by the rotation of a line at an angle about an axis, and

here we define a developable mechanism on a cone by similar parameters. A reference frame F0 is
placed at the apex of the cone with the y-axis directed away from the cone along the center axis.
The z-axis is then aligned in the direction of the first joint axis projected onto a plane perpendicular
to the center axis through the apex as seen in Fig. 2.7. This will facilitate the description of the
motion of a developable mechanism with respect to the geometry of the reference surface.
Because the distance from the apex of the cone does not change the angle between the ruling
lines, the location of the link along the surface does not change the behavior of the mechanism.
The mechanism shown in Fig. 2.8 is the same as the mechanism shown in Fig. 2.6. The joint axes
can be projected onto the xz plane of frame F0 . The angles between the projected lines are referred
to as projected angles. The signs of these angles follow the right-hand rule about the y-axis of
frame F0 . While a physical link may extend beyond the joint axis, only the angles between the
axes determine the kinematic behavior. Therefore, the projected angles are the minimum angle
between the projected axes. This ensures that the magnitude of the projected angles will always
12
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Figure 2.7: The global reference frame at the apex of the cone along with the projected angles on
the xz-plane

Figure 2.8: The location of the link along the ruling line does not change the behavior of the
mechanism, thus the two mechanisms exhibit the same relative motion between joints.
be greater than 0 and less than or equal to 180◦ . The relationship between a spherical link angle φ
and the projected angle φ0 is
cosφ = sin2 (λ ) + cos2 (λ )cosφ0

(2.5)

for 0 ≤ λ < 90◦ , where λ is the cone angle measured from the xz plane to the surface of the cone.
When the value of λ is equal to zero, the cone can be represented by a two-dimensional
plane. In this case, the projected angles will be equal to the spherical link angles. When λ is
equal to 90◦ , the cone will be a cylinder with an apex at infinity, and Eq. 2.5 should not be used.
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Table 2.1: Determination of the circuit configuration based on the projected angles.
Product
α0 η0 β0 γ0 < 0
α0 η0 β0 γ0 > 0

Sum
Circuit
α0 + η0 + β0 + γ0 = 0
Open
α0 + η0 + β0 + γ0 6= 0 Crossed
α0 + η0 + β0 + γ0 = 0 Crossed
α0 + η0 + β0 + γ0 6= 0
Open

In its conformed position, the projected angles remain constant for any cross-section along the
cone-axis.
For any n-bar spherical mechanism, the sum of the projected angles will always equal a
multiple of 360◦ , or
(φ1 )0 + (φ2 )0 + ... + (φn )0 = 360k

(2.6)

where k is an integer.
While the spherical link angle is always positive, when solving for the projected angle, the
arccosine function can yield a positive or negative value indicating a positive or negative rotation
about the y-axis. With the additional constraint of Eq. 2.6, the correct set of projected angles can
be calculated from the angles of a spherical mechanism. It is important to note that this method to
calculate the projected angles only applies to the mechanism in its conformed position. Through
the motion of the mechanism, these projected angles will change.
Projected angles can help determine whether a mechanism is in a configuration with an
open or crossed circuit. If a quadrilateral is formed by connecting the points that the projected
angles intersect the unit circle in the proper order, either a convex or crossed quadrilateral will
be formed. A convex quadrilateral corresponds to an open circuit, and the crossed quadrilateral
to a crossed circuit. Because the projected angles have been defined to be between −180◦ and
180◦ , and non-zero, they can be used to determine whether a conical developable mechanism in
its conformed position is in its open or crossed configuration. Table 2.1 shows the conditions for
each case. The projected angles for a spherical four-bar mechanism in its conformed position are
α0 , η0 , β0 , and γ0 .
These properties of projected angles allow for a reduction of the parameters needed to
completely define a conical mechanism in its conformed position. A traditional spherical four-bar
mechanism requires six parameters to define its position: α, η, β , and γ, the input angle θ , and
14

the configuration. However, by constraining the mechanism to a conical surface, the conformed
position can be defined by just four parameters: the cone angle λ , and three of the four projected
angles (α0 , η0 , β0 , and γ0 ).
These projected angles in the conformed position allow for connections to be made to
analysis methods for developable mechanisms on a cylindrical surface, along with position analysis
of the conical mechanism.

2.4

Intramobility, Extramobility, and Transmobility of Right Conical Developable Mechanisms
To determine whether a conical developable mechanism is intramobile, extramobile, and/or

transmobile, the ICRL method and shadow method can be applied. The projections of the spherical links onto a cross-section of the reference cone along the cone axis resemble a cylindrical
developable mechanism with link angles equal to the projected angles (Fig. 2.9a).
As defined in [15], the ICRL method considers the motion of a link relative to its instant
center in the conformed position of the mechanism. The spherical mechanism analog of the instant
center is the instant pole axis. The projection of the instant pole axis of any spherical link onto the
cross-section passes through the center of the circle and the instant center of the planar mechanism
defined by the projected angles—the definition of the ICRL. The projected velocity vectors of
the spherical mechanism onto the cross-section also coincide with the directions of the motion of
the planar mechanism. Therefore, the conical mechanism will have the same classification as the
cylindrical mechanism defined by the projected angles. This shows that both the ICRL and shadow
methods can be used to classify right conical developable mechanisms. Figure 2.9 shows how both
methods can be used for the coupler link of a conical mechanism.
It is important to note that while the analysis is done in two dimensions, a conical mechanism will have three-dimensional motion. An extramobile mechanism will also have a positive
displacement in the y-direction, and an intramobile mechanism will have a negative displacement
in the y-direction. A transmobile mechanism will have both positive and negative displacement in
the y-direction.
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Figure 2.9: (a) The planar projection of the mechanism with the instant pole axis of the coupler
link with respect to ground and (b) the ICRL of its planar counterpart. Note that the line ICRL13 is
the planar projection of the instant pole axis Pηγ . (c) The shadow method is applied to the skeleton
diagram of the planar mechanism created by the projected angles. (d) Based on both methods, the
mechanism is exclusively transmobile as seen in the actuated position.

2.5

Loop Sum Method to Find Cone Angle
This section introduces the Loop Sum Method as an approach to find the cone angle of

a right conical reference surface to which a spherical mechanism can conform. The Loop Sum
Method uses the properties of projected angles presented in Eq. 2.5 and 2.6.
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If Eq. 2.5 is solved for the projected angle, the expression is
cosφ − sin2 (λ )
φ0 = ±arccos
cos2 (λ )

!
(2.7)

For an n-bar loop in a spherical mechanism, solving Eq. 2.7 for each link and adding them
together generates a set of up to 2n combinations due to the positive or negative solutions. Then,
using a numerical or graphical approach, the cone angles which satisfy Eq. 2.6 can be found.
This approach is demonstrated with a spherical four-bar mechanism with link angles α, η, β ,and
γ. The projected angles from Eq. 2.7 are

α0 = ±arccos
η0 = ±arccos

cosα − sin2 (λ )

!
(2.8)

cos2 (λ )
cosη − sin2 (λ )

!
(2.9)

cos2 (λ )

cosβ − sin2 (λ )
β0 = ±arccos
cos2 (λ )

!

cosγ − sin2 (λ )
γ0 = ±arccos
cos2 (λ )

!

(2.10)
(2.11)

Substituting these projected angles into Eq. 2.6 gives

±α0 ± η0 ± β0 ± γ0 = 360k

(2.12)

The left hand side has a total of 16 possible combinations. However, eight of the sets are
opposite of one another. For the following solutions, only the combinations with a positive α0
will be considered. By graphing the real solutions of these sums as functions of the cone angle
λ , a solution is found where the sum is equal to a multiple of 360. Depending on the mechanism
classification, there are four possible solution cases as seen in Fig. 2.10(a-d). Each graph shows
eight of the sums for each case. The first case of a Grashof linkage will have two possible cone
angles. The second case of a nonGrashof linkage will have only one possible cone angle. The third
case of a folding mechanism will have up to one possible non-zero cone angle and one cone angle
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Figure 2.10: Eight of the sets of combinations of the Loop Sum Method. The legend indicates
the signs of the projected angles in Eq. 2.12. The link angles used in the cases are (a) α = 120◦ ,
η = 95◦ , β = 45◦ , γ = 85◦ , (b) α = 155◦ , η = 50◦ , β = 65◦ , γ = 80◦ , (c) α = 100◦ , η = 70◦ ,
β = 90◦ , γ = 60◦ . (d) α = 120◦ , η = 50◦ , β = 120◦ , γ = 50◦ .

of zero. The final solution case of a mechanism with two sets of equal link angles will have infinite
possibilities of cone angles.
This method will work for any mechanism which lies on one half of a reference sphere. If
a mechanism wraps around the sphere as described in section 2.3, a supplementary linkage can be
used to achieve the same motion. This supplementary linkage can then be used with this approach.

2.6

Position Analysis with Axis-Angle Rotations
In both planar and spherical mechanism analysis, when solving for the output angle as a

function of the input angle, there are several possible solutions based on the configuration of the
18

Table 2.2: Values of m as a function of (φn−1 )0 and (φn )0
Sign of (φn−1 )0
(φn−1 )0 < 0
(φn−1 )0 > 0

(φn )0
(φn−1 )0
(φn )0
(φn−1 )0 < 0

Value of

−1 <
all other cases
−1 < (φ(φn )0) < 0
n−1 0
all other cases

mθ
1
−1
−1
1

mechanism. However, by constraining the mechanism to a developable surface, a unique solution
can be found analytically. When a spherical mechanism with link angles (φ1 , φ2 , ... , φn ) is mapped
to a conical surface, the dihedral angle between any two adjacent links in the conformed position
θn−1,n can be calculated with the cone angle and the projected angles. To follow the convention
set by McCarthy [19], the dihedral angle is measured from the plane created by link n − 1 rotated
about the joint axis shared with link n following the right-hand rule. For example, the input angle
of a spherical four-bar θ as seen in Fig. 2.2 could be expressed as θγ,α with this notation. The
output angle ψ could be expressed as (180◦ − θγ,β ). Using the spherical law of cosines [18] along
with Eq. 2.5, the equations for these angles are

cos(mθ θn−1,n ) =

cosε − cosφn−1 cosφn
sinφn−1 sinφn

(2.13)

where
cosε = sin2 λ + cos2 λ cos((φn−1 )0 + (φn )0 )

(2.14)

The parameter mθ can be 1 or -1 depending on the signs of (φn−1 )0 and (φn )0 . Table 2.2
gives the value of m given the projected angles.
Position analysis of spherical mechanisms is typically done using a sequence of rotations
using the link angles [18]. By using axis-angle representations of rotations, a different approach
can describe the mechanism motion using only the projected angles and the geometry of the reference cone. Both analysis methods can yield the same results as long as the reference frames
are established correctly, but the method presented in this section uses the projected angles of the
mechanism rather than the link angles. Axis-angle rotations can describe any composition of rotations by defining a single axis about which an object rotates a certain angle. This is based on
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Euler’s theorem of a three-dimensional rotation [39]. The Rodrigues equation [40] describing the
rotation of a vector v an angle θ about a unit vector ê is
v0 = cosθ v + sinθ (ê × v) + (1 − cosθ )(v · ê)ê

(2.15)

In this paper, the rotation described by Eq. 2.15 will have the notation
v0 = Rê,θ v

(2.16)

where ê is the unit vector about which the vector v is rotated by θ .
A cone can be considered as the rotation of a line segment about a center axis (cone axis).
This axis-angle approach provides a way to visualize the sequence of rotations as rotations along a
conical surface. By defining a reference frame as described in section 2.3.1, the first joint axis can
be found by a rotation of λ about the x-axis. In its conformed position, every joint axis can then
be identified by rotating the first joint axis about the y-axis (cone axis) using the projected angles.
This approach is useful to describe the position of the mechanism with respect to the geometry of
the reference cone.
Because of the link-shape condition, each link of a conical developable mechanism is a
segment of a conical surface each with a unique cone axis. In the conformed position all of the
axes are collinear, but as the mechanism moves, these cone axes shift relative to the reference
cone. All of these shifts can be described using a series of axis-angle rotations. The positions of
any point along each link can then be determined. In this paper, this analysis method is presented
for a four-bar conical developable mechanism.
Given a four-bar conical developable mechanism with projected angles (α0 , η0 , β0 , and γ0 )
and a cone angle λ , the following equations describe the position of the joint axes (O, A, B, and
C) with respect to the reference frame as described in section 2.3.1. The changes in the coupler
and output angles as functions of the input angle can be calculated through methods presented in
other work [18, 19].
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1. Joint axis O is found by rotating the z-axis of the reference frame about the x-axis by λ .


0







O = Rı̂,λ k̂ = −sinλ 


cosλ

(2.17)

2. The α-cone axis êα is found be rotating the y-axis about vector O by ∆θ (change from the
conformed position).

êα = RO,∆θ jˆ

(2.18)

3. Joint axis A is found by rotating vector O about eˆα by α0 .

A = Rêα ,α0 O

(2.19)

4. The η-cone axis êη is found by rotating eˆα about A by ∆ξ (change in the coupler angle from
conformed position).

êη = RA,∆ξ êα

(2.20)

5. The joint axis B is found by rotating vector A about êη by η0 .

B = Rêη ,η0 A

(2.21)

6. The joint axis C is found by rotating vector O about the y-axis by γ0 .

C = R jˆ,γ0 O

(2.22)

7. An alternate equation for joint axis B is found by rotating vector C about êβ by β0 .

B = Rêβ ,β0 C
21

(2.23)

where

êβ = RC,∆ψ jˆ

(2.24)

These equations are used to find just the location of the joint axis. A link may extend
beyond the joint axis along the surface of the cone. To find any point along a link, Eqs. 2.19, 2.21,
and 2.23 can be used with different angles to find the position of a point along the α, η, and β
links, respectively. The same approach can be extended to mechanisms with more links.

2.7

Multiloop Conical Developable Mechanisms
Some multiloop spherical mechanisms can also be mapped onto a regular conical surface

provided that all of their joint axes align with the ruling lines of a reference conical surface. The
methods for analysis presented in this paper can also be applied to multiloop linkages.

2.7.1

Loop Sum Method for Multiloop Mechanisms
A multiloop linkage is constructed from several connected loops to create a single degree

of freedom mechanism. As the Loop Sum Method described in section 2.5 determines the possible
cone angles for a single loop mechanism, it would need to be applied to each individual loop of a
multiloop mechanism and yield the same cone angle each time to map the mechanism to a right
conical surface. For example, a six-bar linkage typically contains two closed loops (two four-bar
loops in a Watt linkage, and a four-bar and five-bar loop in a Stephenson linkage). When the Loop
Sum Method is applied to each loop, the mechanism can only be mapped to a conical surface if a
common cone angle is found. This is an important distinction as any spherical four-bar mechanism
can be mapped to a cone, but few spherical multiloop mechanisms can. Therefore, the Loop Sum
Method defines a design requirement for multiloop mechanisms rather than a tool to be applied
on an arbitrary mechanism. An example of a spherical Stephenson 2 linkage mapped to a cone is
shown in Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: (a) A spherical Stephenson 2 linkage (b) mapped onto a regular conical surface.
(c) Hardware demonstrates the mechanism in the conformed and (d) actuated positions. The displayed mechanism has a cone angle of 20◦ and projected angles of (φOA )0 = −40◦ , (φAB )0 = −20◦ ,
(φBC )0 = −45◦ , (φCD )0 = −68◦ , (φDE )0 = 28◦ , (φEF )0 = 30◦ .

2.7.2

Position analysis of Multiloop Mechanisms
The method of using axis-angle rotations to analyze the position of a mechanisms with

respect to the apex of the cone can be applied to multiloop mechanisms. As with four-bar mechanisms, each link represents a segment of the cone with a distinct cone axis. Through a sequence
of axis-angle rotations, the position along each link can be found provided that the changes in
dihedral angles from the conformed position are known.

2.8

Conclusion
This chapter has presented several definitions and approaches to aid in the design and analy-

sis of conical developable mechanisms. By conforming to a conical surface, a spherical mechanism
can achieve complex three-dimensional motion while stowing compactly to a designated config-
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uration. The projected angles of the joint axes allow for a reduction of the parameters needed
to completely define a mechanism. These angles also facilitate the adaptation of other analysis
methods for planar mechanisms on cylindrical surfaces.
This chapter introduces several methods to design conical developable mechanisms. With
the properties of projected angles, the cone angle of a right conical reference surface can be found
for any traditional spherical four-bar mechanism. An alternate method for the position analysis
of a four-bar mechanism was developed that uses rotations about the axis of the reference cone.
This can determine the position of any point along the link throughout a mechanism’s motion with
respect to the reference cone surface. The principles presented can also be applied generally to
mechanisms with more than four links.
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CHAPTER 3.

3.1

DESIGNING DEVELOPABLE MECHANISMS FROM FLAT PATTERNS

Introduction
This chapter presents several methods and tools to design developable mechanisms in a

planar surface that can be formed into cylindrical and conical surfaces. First, background information is given on developable mechanisms, along with lamina emergent mechanisms. Tools are
then presented to create flat patterns of both cylindrical and conical developable mechanisms. A
method for classifying flat developable mechanism patterns is introduced to help identify the potential behavior of a mechanism. Several options for different joint designs are discussed. Finally,
physical examples are shown in different materials.

3.2
3.2.1

Background
Developable Mechanisms
A complete overview of developable mechanisms is found in Chapter 2, section 2.2.2.
Developable mechanisms on both regular cylinders and circular cones can be represented

by a circular cross-section as seen in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. The mechanism can then be described by
the angles between the joints on that cross-section. For planar mechanisms, traditional kinematic
analysis is done using the distance between joints [34]. The relationship between the link angle of
the cylindrical developable mechanism φi and the link length li is

l1 = 2Rsin

φi
2

(3.1)

where R is the radius of the reference circle.
While the links of a developable mechanism conform to the reference surface it is often
useful to view the skeleton diagram to understand the basic kinematic motion of the joints. A
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Figure 3.1: A cylindrical developable mechanism can be represented with a circular cross-section.
The link angles (φi ) and the skeleton diagram with the link lengths (li ) are labelled.

mechanism can exist in either an open or crossed configuration, and the skeleton diagram helps
identify the configuration of a developable mechanism.
Conical developable mechanisms are spherical mechanisms, and analysis is typically done
using the angle between joint axes [18]. When these joint axes are projected onto a circular crosssection of the conical reference surface, they resemble a cylindrical developable mechanism. This
chapter will use the convention used in [30] where a projected angle is indicated by a subscript
of zero. An example of a spherical mechanism mapped onto a conical surface is shown in Fig.
3.2. The joint axes are aligned with the ruling lines of the conical surface and the links are shaped
to conform with the surface. To find the projected angles, the axes are projected onto a plane
perpendicular to the cone axis. The relationship between a spherical link angle ψi and the projected
angle (ψi )0 is
26

Figure 3.2: A spherical mechanism can be mapped onto a conical surface by aligning the joint axes
and ruling lines. The spherical link angles (ψi ) and projected angles ((ψi )0 ) are labelled along with
the cone angle (λ ).

cosψi = sin2 (λ ) + cos2 (λ )cos((ψi )0 )

(3.2)

where λ is the cone angle measured from the base of the cone up to the surface.
Both cylindrical link angles and conical projected angles can have a positive or negative
value depending on the direction of rotation about the center axis. The values of these angles
are defined as the minimum angle between the joint locations. Therefore, both link angles and
projected angles are between −180◦ and 180◦ and non-zero. This chapter will use the convention
that a counter-clockwise rotation is positive. The sum of these link angles or projected angles will
always equal an integer multiple of 360◦ shown below for an n-bar mechanism

φ1 + φ2 + ... + φn = 360k
where k is an integer.
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(3.3)

It is important to note that while the link angles and projected angles are defined as the
minimum angle between joint locations, the physical link may extend past the joint axes on the
surface. This will not change the motion of the mechanism, as kinematic behavior is only determined by the relative location of the joints. However, this can affect the mobility of a mechanism
with respect to the reference surface. A general rule for a mechanism to exhibit intramobile or
extramobile behavior is that a link cannot wrap around more than half of the reference surface.
Examples of cylindrical developable mechanisms whose links extend past the joint locations are
found in [15].

3.2.2

Lamina Emergent Mechanisms
Lamina emergent mechanisms (LEMs) are mechanisms that can be made into a planar ma-

terial [29]. When actuated, the mechanisms is deployed from the surface, but can conform when
not in use. One of the biggest advantages of LEMs is being able to use planar manufacturing methods such as laser cutting, water jet cutting, stamping, along with single-layer fabrication methods
like those used in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [41–43]. Depending on the orientation of the joint axes, both planar and spherical LEMs can be created [44, 45]. As all of the
links and joints of a LEM are co-planar, the mechanism is considered a change-point or folding
mechanism [19].
Lamina emergent mechanisms are compliant mechanisms and therefore achieve some or
all of their motion through the deflection of flexible members [46]. Several compliant joints have
been presented as options to allow for approximations for the motion different rigid joints such
as revolute, spherical, spatial, and prismatic joints [47–49]. A common joint used in LEMs are
lamina emergent torsional (LET) joints [50–53]. LET joints can be manufactured in a plane and
allow for large out-of-plane motion and angular deflection. Several different designs have been
introduced to mitigate adverse effects of tension or compression during motion [54]. While these
investigations focused primarily on LEMs made from plastics, work has been done to design LEMs
in other materials like sheet metal [55].
Nelson [56] presented a method to use arrays of LET joints to enable the formation of
deployable mechanisms and structures. This was done by aligning the LET joints with the ruling
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Figure 3.3: An example of a cylindrical and conical surface in their flat and formed states.

lines of a surface to get an approximation of a curved surface when deflected. Zimmerman and
Seymour presented some models and discussion of LET joints on a cylindrical surface [57, 58]

3.3

Flat Patterns of Developable Mechanisms
To create developable mechanisms from flat sheets of material, a two-dimensional pattern

can be created in a plane, and then the sheet can be formed into a curved developable surface
without stretching or tearing. This work outlines how to design cylindrical and conical developable
mechanisms using an initially flat pattern. In both cases the process is the same. If a developable
surface is “cut” along one of the ruling lines it can be flattened onto a plane. For a cylinder, this
results in a rectangle, and a cone becomes a segment of a circle as shown in Fig. 3.3. The ruling
lines on the flat cylinder are all parallel, and the ruling lines on the flat cone converge at the center
of the circle. Compliant joints are aligned with the appropriate ruling lines, and links are designed
to connect the joint axes. Finally, the sheet can be formed into a developable surface to create the
developable mechanism with the desired behavior.
The location of the cut does not affect the kinematic behavior of the final mechanism, so
the location can be arbitrary. However, it is typically chosen at a location that does not cut a
developable link. This will minimize the size of the link in the flat pattern. For certain developable
mechanisms this is inevitable, and the following sections introduce a way to design for those cases.
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3.3.1

Cylindrical Developable Mechanisms
As previously stated, the flat pattern of a cylindrical surface can be represented by a rect-

angle. The length of the rectangle L is the circumference of the cylindrical surface with radius,
R.
The minimum size for a link li on a cylindrical surface is the arc length between the joint
axes ai given by Eqn. 3.4.

ai = φi R

(3.4)

where φi is in radians
As the link angles can be either positive or negative, the value ai can be represented by a
vector pointing either right (positive) or left (negative). The arc length calculated will be referred
to as the link vectors and will always be perpendicular to the ruling lines of the reference surface.
This leads to a similar result as Eqn. 3.3, where the sum of all of the link vectors will be an integer
multiple of L shown here

a1 + a2 + ... + an = Lk

(3.5)

where k is an integer.
Figure 3.4 shows an example of a four-bar cylindrical developable mechanism and the
corresponding flat pattern. In this case, the sum of the link vectors equals zero.
If the sum of the link vectors in not zero, another step must be taken to create a flat pattern.
When viewing the circular cross-section, the link angles can rotate completely about the center and
still create a closed loop. However, when a surface is cut along a ruling line, both edges of the flat
pattern correspond to the same ruling line of the formed surface. Any links that cross or meet at
this ruling line must exit one edge of the flat pattern and continue on the other side. One way to
account for this discontinuity is by joining the link segments once the surface is formed. However,
another option is to reverse the vector direction. The new magnitude of the link vector is L − |ai |.
This ensures that the sum of the link vectors of all developable mechanism flat patterns will equal
zero. This allows the mechanism to be complete when the developable surface is formed without
any additional assembly. An example of this process is shown by Fig. 3.5.
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φ₁

φ₂

φ₄

φ₃

Figure 3.4: A four-bar cylindrical developable mechanism is shown with its corresponding skeleton
diagram and flat pattern with link vectors labelled.

When a link vector reversal occurs, the joint axes do not move, so the kinematic behavior
of the mechanism remains the same. However, depending on which link vector is reversed, the
motion of the mechanism with respect to the reference surface can change. The description of
these effects is discussed in Section 3.4.1.

3.3.2

Conical Developable Mechanisms
Flat patterns for conical developable mechanisms can be created in a similar manner as

flat patterns for cylindrical developable mechanisms. When a circular conical surface with a cone
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φ₃

φ₄

φ₁

φ₂

Figure 3.5: The links in the skeleton diagram would wrap around the surface which is not possible
in the flat pattern. The link vector a4 is reversed to connect the appropriate ruling lines.

angle λ is cut along a ruling line and flattened, the resulting pattern is a segment of a circle with
an inner angle Θ. The relationship between these values is

Θ = 2π ∗ cos(λ )

(3.6)

While a link on a cylindrical flat pattern is represented by a straight vector, the link on a
conical flat pattern is represented by an arc rotated about the center of the flat circle. The links on
a flat conical pattern will be referred to as link arc angles. The relationship between a projected
angle (ψi )0 and the arc angle αi is

αi = (ψi )0 ∗ cos(λ )
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(3.7)

Figure 3.6: A conical developable mechanism with its circular diagram with projected angles
((ψ1 )0 , (ψ2 )0 , (ψ3 )0 , (ψ4 )0 ) and flat pattern with the arc angles (α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 ) labelled.

Just as link vectors have a direction based on the sign of the cylindrical link angles, arc
angles have a direction based on the sign of the conical projected angles. A positive value indicates
a counter-clockwise rotation about the center of the circle segment. Figure 3.6 shows an example
of a four-bar conical developable mechanism and its corresponding flat pattern. It is important to
note that while the distance from the center of the circle segment can change, the link arc angles
will remain constant meaning that the kinematic behavior of the mechanism will stay the same.
Arc angles of flat conical patterns are directly analogous to the link vectors of flat cylindrical patterns. The sum of the arc angles of any developable mechanism will equal an integer
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multiple of Θ. If this sum is non-zero, a reversal of direction can be applied to an arc angle. The
magnitude of the reversed arc angle will be Θ − |αi |. This process is identical to the link vector
reversal of cylindrical flat patterns.

3.4

Classification of Flat Patterns
This section will present a classification scheme to describe flat patterns created from a de-

velopable mechanism. The terms and definitions apply to both cylindrical and conical developable
mechanisms. For simplicity, this section will present the classification in terms of cylindrical flat
patterns. However, all of the statements can be applied to conical flat patterns by substituting any
reference to the pattern length L with the angle of the circular segment Θ, and link vectors ai with
arc angles αi .
For a four-bar cylindrical mechanism with link angles φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , and φ4 , the corresponding
link vectors are a1 , a2 , a3 , and a4 , where a4 is the ground link. As these angles can be positive or
negative, there are 16 possible combinations of link vectors, eight of which are opposites of the
others. For the following description, only the eight cases where a1 is positive will be examined.
In every case, the sum of the four link vectors is equal to a multiple of the length of the flat pattern
as outlined in Eqn. 3.5. By using the link vector reversal process described in section 3.3.1, every
cylindrical developable mechanism can be modeled by a flat pattern where the sum of the link
vectors equals zero. If the sum of the vectors is equal to zero, it means that it is impossible to
have all positive link angles (+ + ++), so the total number of possible unique cases is seven. The
seven mechanisms are outlined in Table 3.1. These seven cases can be divided into two classes
based on the sign of the product of the four link vectors. The product of the signs can determine
if the formed mechanism will be in a crossed or open configuration. If the product is negative, the
formed mechanism will be in an open circuit, and a positive product indicates a crossed circuit.
Previous work has shown that if a developable mechanism in its conformed position is crossed, it
must be a Grashof mechanism [32]. This means that if the product of the link vectors is positive,
the formed developable mechanism is guaranteed to be a Grashof mechanism. If the product is
negative, further calculation is needed to determine the Grashof condition of the mechanism.
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3.4.1

Intramobility and Extramobility
To determine if a developable mechanism can exhibit intramobile or extramobile behavior,

Greenwood introduced the Instant Center Reference Line method and the shadow method using
the circular cross-section of a cylindrical developable mechanism [15]. These same methods can
be applied to conical developable mechanisms [30]. Both of these methods are useful for analyzing
the behavior of a mechanism when in the final, formed position. This section discusses ways to
determine the possible behavior of the mechanisms defined by flat patterns.
If all of the links of a flat pattern do not extend past the joint axes, the general rule for
designing intramobile and extramobile mechanisms is that no link should have a link angle or
projected angle greater than 180◦ . If the link wraps around more than half of a cylindrical or
conical surface, it can only exhibit transmobile behavior. This rule can be extended to the link
vectors and arc angles on a flat pattern. If a link vector has a magnitude greater than L/2 or an
arc angle has a magnitude greater than Θ/2 as can be the case after a link vector reversal, the
mechanism will exhibit exclusively transmobile behavior.
Knowing the configuration of the circuit of a mechanism can also help determine if a mechanism can have intramobile or extramobile behavior. Considering four-bar mechanisms, if the joint
axes all lie on one half of the flat pattern, all seven mechanism types listed in Table 3.1 can potentially exhibit intramobile or extramobile behavior. To determine the mobility of a specific mechanism that lies completely on one side, further analysis is necessary, and depends on the position of
the ground link. Previous work has explored the potential mobility of a mechanism based on the
joint locations on the developable surface [32]. When considering flat patterns, if the joint axes
cannot fit on one half of the flat pattern, the four open mechanism types can only exhibit transmoTable 3.1: Determination of the circuit configuration based on the projected angles.
Product

Circuit

Grashof Condition

a1 a2 a3 a4 < 0

Open

Undetermined

a1 a2 a3 a4 > 0 Crossed

Grasho f
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Combination
+++++-+
+-++
+--+-++--+
++--

bile behavior. As only one of the link vectors or arc angles goes in the opposite direction as the
other three, it will always be greater than half the flat pattern. Only the crossed mechanisms have
the potential to exhibit intramobile and extramobile behavior if the joint axes cannot fit on one half
of the surface.

3.5

Fabrication and Physical Examples
The principles presented in this chapter were applied in the creation of several examples

of developable mechanisms manufactured from a flat sheet and formed into a developable surface.
In each case, LET joints or LET arrays were used as compliant joints to achieve motion. While
other options exist such as small-length flexural pivots, curved beams, and membranes [58], LET
joints can be made with the same planar processes used to fabricate the flat pattern reducing part
count and eliminating the need for assembly. The examples shown here all use LET joints. For
the mechanisms shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11, there are five LET joints, and five rigid segments.
However, these mechanisms behave like four-bar mechanisms. Figure 3.7 shows the LET joints on
the four ruling lines, the link vectors, and the numbered rigid segments. At the location where the
link vectors switch directions, there are two LET joints on the same ruling line connected by an
additional segment (3) which makes the two joints act as one. This also means that the additional
segment can move independently of the other links. If a force is applied to the other three links
(2,4,5), they will behave as a four-bar mechanism. However, if a force is applied to the additional
segment (3), other analysis must be performed. In this chapter, they will be treated as four-bar
mechanisms.
One challenge of forming developable mechanisms from a flat pattern is ensuring that the
surface and links all have the same curvature. Once cut, the links are only connected to the rest
of the surface by the grounded joints. During any forming process, considerations must be made
to create a constant curvature throughout the mechanism. The methods presented here include
adhering to a sacrificial layer during the forming process, designing small tabs to keep the links
connected which can be cut once formed, and using a mold to maintain shape during forming.
While several options for a sacrificial layer exist, some of the most effective ones for the materials
presented were adhesive tape, or gluing a thin second layer without any pattern cut out. These
layers were then removed once the pattern was formed. When using the tabs, both the placement
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Figure 3.7: A flat pattern for a cylindrical developable mechanism with the ruling lines of the joint
axes, link vectors, and numbered rigid segments. The dashed vector represents the grounded link
(1).

Tabs
Tabs

Figure 3.8: A flat pattern for a conical developable mechanism with tabs indicated with dotted
lines. These tabs would be removed once the pattern is formed into the developable shape.

and width of the tabs must allow the links to have the same curvature as the rest of the surface. An
example of a flat pattern with tabs is show in Fig. 3.8. Once formed, the areas marked with a dotted
line would need to be removed to allow for mechanism motion. These tabs are not necessary if a
sacrificial layer or mold is used to form the mechanism.
Once the flat pattern is created, it must be formed into the developable surface. For the
aluminum prototype shown in Fig. 3.9, the flat pattern was cut with a water jet, and was bent into
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Figure 3.9: The flat pattern of a cylindrical developable mechanism was cut with a water jet in
aluminum and formed with a slip roll. During the forming process, the mechanism was attached
to a sacrificial layer of tape to ensure the links and surface had the same curvature.

shape by a slip roll [57]. To ensure the links and surface maintained the same curvature throughout
the forming process, a sacrificial layer of tape was placed on one side, and then removed after the
process was complete.
The remaining examples of hardware shown in Figs. 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 were made from
different types of plastic. The cylindrical and conical developable mechanisms in Figs. 3.10 and
3.11 were made from a polypropylene (PP) Formex sheet, and the conical developable mechanisms
in Fig. 3.12 were made from a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film.
The flat plastic patterns were cut using a laser cutter. Both materials were formed into their
developable state then heat set to keep their shape [59]. The PET patterns with designed with small
tabs that could be connected during the forming process and cut once heat set as seen in Fig. 3.12.
The PET was heat set in an oven at 150◦C for five minutes. Both the cylindrical and conical flat PP
patterns were sandwiched between two molds that had the final desired shape, then set in an oven
at 160◦C for 30 minutes. An example of a pattern in a mold is shown in Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.10: A polypropylene cylindrical developable mechanism in its flat and formed states. The
pattern was cut with a laser cutter and formed with a cylindrical mold.

Figure 3.11: Various polypropylene conical developable mechanisms in their flat and formed
states. The two-dimensional patterns were cut with a laser cutter, and formed in a conical mold.

Figure 3.12: A conical developable mechanism made from PET. The pattern was cut on a laser
cutter and formed by heat setting.
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Figure 3.13: An example of a PP conical developable mechanism in a metal mold used in the
forming process.

3.6

Conclusion
This chapter presented equations and design methods to create developable mechanisms

from flat, planar patterns. As developable surfaces can be formed from a plane without tearing or
stretching, developable mechanisms can be designed in a planar state and then formed to achieve
a desired behavior. This allows engineers to use a variety of simple planar manufacturing methods
to design these complex curved planar and spherical mechanisms.
Cylindrical developable mechanisms can be represented with a rectangular flat pattern with
parallel ruling lines. The links are represented by link vectors that travel perpendicular to the ruling
lines. Conical developable mechanisms are represented by a segment of a circle with the ruling
lines converging at the center of the circle. The spherical links are represented by arc angles
measured about the center. While a developable mechanism may have links that loop completely
around a developable surface, when designing them on a flat surface, certain considerations must
be made to account for the discontinuity. This chapter presents a way to modify any set of link
vectors or arc angles to be able to fit on the flat pattern.
This chapter also presents a way to classify four-bar developable mechanisms based on
the direction of the link vectors and arc angles. Seven unique types of mechanisms are outlined,
and the criteria for mechanisms in open or crossed configurations. Flat patterns that indicate a
crossed configuration are guaranteed to be Grashof mechanisms. This work also presents rules to
determine if a mechanism formed from a flat pattern can have intramobile or extramobile behavior.
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Several physical examples are presented. The examples use compliant joints similar to
those used in planar LEMs such as LET joints to achieve their motion. Rolling and heat setting
processes were used to form the developable mechanisms from their planar pattern. During the
formation, some deformation occurs due to a non-zero thickness of the material. While some
investigations have been made into the behavior of curved LET joints on a cylindrical surface,
future work may include investigations into the conical LET joints and their accuracy compared to
planar joints. If LET joints on conical surfaces are designed following the ruling lines, the crosssection of the torsional beams will have a curved, annular shape like the cylindrical LET joints, but
also a non-constant cross-section along the ruling line.
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CHAPTER 4.
USING CYCLIC QUADRILATERALS TO DESIGN CYLINDRICAL
DEVELOPABLE MECHANISMS

4.1

Introduction
While developable mechanisms provide unique advantages, they can be difficult to design.

To conform to a developable surface, the joint axes must align with the ruling lines, and the links
must be shaped to fit within the surface [12]. Methods have been proposed for designing developable mechanisms on regular cylindrical [15] and circular conical [30] surfaces using a circle to
represent the reference surface.
Cyclic quadrilaterals are quadrilaterals whose vertices all lie on the circumference of a
single circle [60, 61]. Using these quadrilaterals to represent a four-bar mechanism whose joints
lie on a circle yields useful insights to developable mechanism design.
This chapter introduces concepts and conclusions derived from applying the mathematical
relationships of cyclic quadrilaterals to the design of developable mechanisms that conform to
regular cylindrical surfaces. These resulting principles are presented and discussed to aid designers
through the process of creating developable mechanisms capable of achieving desired behaviors.

4.2
4.2.1

Background
Cyclic Quadrilaterals
A cyclic quadrilateral is a quadrilateral whose four vertices all lie on a single circle, often

called the circumcircle [60, 61]. Both convex and crossed cyclic quadrilaterals are possible [62],
as shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Figures (a) and (b) are examples of convex cyclic quadrilaterals, while Fig. (c) and (d)
are examples of crossed cyclic quadrilaterals.

Paramesvara [63] showed that any set of four lines (a, b, c, d) can form a convex cyclic
quadrilateral of radius R as long as the longest line is shorter than the sum of t he other 3 lines,
where R is
1
R=
4

s

(ab + cd)(ac + bd)(ad + bc)
(s − a)(s − b)(s − c)(s − d)

(4.1)

where

s=

a+b+c+d
2

Josefsson [62] provided a similar equation for crossed cyclic quadrilaterals, using
s
R=

4.2.2

(ab − cd)(ac − bd)(ad − bc)
(−a + b + c − d)(a − b + c − d)(a + b − c − d)(a + b + c + d)

(4.2)

Developable Mechanisms
An overview of developable mechanisms can be found in Chapter 2, section 2.2.2.

4.2.3

Grashof Condition
The Grashof criterion classifies the relative motion of links in a four-bar mechanism. For a

Grashof mechanism, at least one link of a four-bar mechanism can rotate completely with respect
to the other links [64]. The traditional equations are shown below in Table 4.1, where the shortest
and longest links are labeled as s and l, respectively and the other two links are p and q.
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McCarthy used three different parameters to determine the Grashof condition for planar
mechanisms [19]. Given a mechanism with links (a, b, c, d), the parameters T1 , T2 , and T3 are
defined below. The product of these three parameters can determine the Grashof condition, as
shown in Table 4.1.

4.3

T1 = a + b − c − d

(4.3)

T2 = a − b + c − d

(4.4)

T3 = −a + b + c − d

(4.5)

Cyclic Quadrilaterals and Four-Bar Cylindrical Developable Mechanisms
In traditional mechanism analysis, a skeleton diagram is often used to describe mecha-

nisms. While the links can have any arbitrary shape, kinematic analysis relies on the relative
position of the joints [34]. Therefore, skeleton diagrams are made with straight lines connecting
the joints. The links of a developable mechanism must conform to a reference surface, however,
the kinematic behavior depends on the joint location. For a four-bar developable mechanism on
a regular cylindrical surface, the skeleton diagram will be a cyclic quadrilateral. The sides of the
quadrilateral are the links of the mechanism, the vertices are the joints, and the circumcircle is a
cross-section of the cylindrical reference circle. Hence, four-bar cylindrical developable mechanisms can be represented by cyclic quadrilaterals, either convex or crossed. Figure 4.2 shows an
example of this relationship.
This section will discuss cyclic quadrilaterals and their application to four-bar developable
mechanisms.
Table 4.1: Two analytical methods for determining the Grashof condition of four-bar mechanisms.
Traditional eq.
s+l ≤ p+q
s+l > p+q
s+l = p+q

McCarthy’s eq.
T1 T2 T3 ≥ 0
T1 T2 T3 < 0
T1 T2 T3 = 0

Grashof criteria
Grashof mechanism
non-Grashof mechanism
folding mechanism (special case Grashof)
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Figure 4.2: Two cylindrical developable mechanisms (left) with a cross-section (middle) and skeleton diagram (right). The mechanism on the top is in its open configuration, and the bottom mechanism is in a crossed configuration. The dashed line indicates the grounded link.

The convex cyclic position represents the mechanism’s open circuit. Parameshvara’s equation (Eq 4.1) shows that any set of 4 link lengths can form a convex cyclic quadrilateral (provided
they can be assembled). This confirms what Bowman found, that all four-bar linkages have a possible convex cyclic position [65]. Interestingly, the order in which the links are arranged (abcd or
abdc or adbc) does not affect the radius of the reference circle [65], as long as the mechanisms are
in the open circuit.
The crossed cyclic position represents the mechanism’s crossed circuit. Crossed cyclic
quadrilaterals are possible and Josefsson provided an equation for their circumcircle (Eq 4.2).
While any four-bar mechanism can be in the convex cyclic position, only Grashof mechanisms can
be in the crossed cyclic position, as shown below.
Josefsson [62] derived an equation for the area of a crossed cyclic quadrilateral given by

K=

1p
(P1 )(P2 )(P3 )(P4 )
4

where
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(4.6)

P1 = −a + b + c − d
P2 = a − b + c − d
P3 = a + b − c − d
P4 = a + b + c + d
The parameters P1 , P2 , and P3 are equivalent to the parameters T3 , T2 , and T1 used by McCarthy [19] to determine the Grashof condition (see section 4.2.3). Links cannot have a negative
length, so parameter P4 is always positive.
Assuming that a non-Grashof mechanism (P1 P2 P3 < 0) can be in the crossed cyclic position,
the product P1 P2 P3 P4 must be negative. When applied to Eq. 4.6, the resulting area is a complex
number, which is impossible to physically make. Therefore, a non-Grashof mechanism does not
have a crossed cyclic configuration.

4.3.1

Special case: folding mechanism
A folding, or change point mechanism (T1 T2 T3 = 0) is a mechanism where all links can be

simultaneously co-linear. It is a special-case Grashof mechanism and can therefore have positions
in both the open and crossed circuits without disassembly.
Eq. 4.1 can be used to find the radius of the circumcircle for the set of links when in an
open circuit. However, when the mechanism is in its crossed configuration, Eq. 4.6, shows that
P1 P2 P3 = 0, resulting in an area of zero. This suggests that folding mechanisms in the crossed
configuration can only conform to a circumcircle of infinite radius (i.e. all the links lie in a single
line).
There are only two known cases where a crossed configuration of folding mechanism has
a non-infinite radius. The first case is a parallelogram folding mechanism where opposite links
have equal length. Parallelogram mechanisms in the crossed configuration can exist on a wide
range of circumcircle radii. The range is from half the length of the longest link, l, to infinity
(l/2 ≤ R < ∞). An example of a parallelogram mechanism in several crossed cyclic configurations
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Figure 4.3: A folding mechanism with the green links equal and the red links equal. As a parallelogram mechanism, the same set of links can be circumscribed by circles of increasing radius as
the mechanism approaches its folded position.

Figure 4.4: A kite mechanism with the green links equal and the red links equal. The mechanism
is shown in its open configuration (left) and two examples of its stacked configuration.

is shown in Fig. 4.3. The second case is a kite mechanism with two sets of adjacent links with equal
length. The crossed configuration of a kite mechanism is a special case where the equal adjacent
links are stacked. The resulting skeleton diagram appears as two line segments because the links
with equal length are coincident. This crossed or stacked configuration has the same range of radii
as the parallelogram mechanism. The open and stacked configurations of a kite mechanism are
shown in Fig. 4.4.

4.3.2

Generalized equation for the radius of the circumcircle
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are very similar, with the only changes dealing with the sign changes

for d [62]. Hence, these equations can be combined to design four-bar cylindrical developable
mechanisms in both open and crossed configurations. This combination introduces a variable (µ)
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that takes into account this sign change and corresponds to the circuit of the mechanism. The
equation for the radius of the cylindrical reference surface R is
1
R=
4

s

(ab + µcd)(ac + µbd)(µad + bc)
(p − a)(p − b)(p − c)(p − µd)

(4.7)

where
p=

µ=

a + b + c + µd
2


1
for an open configuration

−1

for a crossed configuration

This equation is valid for any Grashof mechanism, regardless of its circuit. However, as
discussed above, it is not valid for non-Grashof mechanisms in the crossed circuit.

4.4

Intramobility and Extramobility with Cyclic Quadrilaterals
The use of cyclic quadrilaterals in the design of developable mechanisms can be of partic-

ular use when modeling linkages that provide desired behaviors. Greenwood [15] proposed three
types of behaviors that developable mechanisms can exhibit as they move from their conformed
position: extramobile (all parts of the linkage move outside the reference surface), intramobile (all
parts of the linkage move inside the reference surface), and transmobile (the linkage has parts that
move both inside and outside the reference surface). Extramobile and intramobile behaviors are
of particular interest as they present motion that allows for mechanisms that move purely into or
away from the surface. Figure 4.5 shows an example of a cylindrical developable mechanism that
exhibits both extramobile and intramobile behavior.
Greenwood proposed a graphical method, called the shadow method, to determine if a
cylindrical developable mechanism is capable of exhibiting extramobility and intramobility. The
shadow method is applied by shading the region bounded by vectors of the two side links (b and
d in a traditional 4-bar mechanism) and contains the ground link and coupler. For a mechanism
to exhibit purely extra and intramobile behavior (i.e. no transmobile behavior), the shaded region
may not cover the center of the circle.
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Figure 4.5: An example of a cylindrical developable mechanism that show both intramobile and
extramobile behavior. The left shows the mechanisms in their conformed position, the center shows
all of the links moving within the surface (intramobile), and the right shows all of the links moving
outside the surface (extramobile).

A four-bar linkage can be created by closing a loop of four bars. With four specified link
locations on a circle, there are three possible combinations of cyclic quadrilaterals that result in a
valid four-bar loop. The two cases shown on the left of Table 4.2 demonstrate three pairs of lines,
indicated in blue, orange, and green. Any combination of two sets of lines will result in a valid
four-bar linkage. Within one of these sets, any of the four bars may be selected as the ground link,
changing the behavior of the mechanism. Extra and intramobility, however, are dependent upon
which pair of links is selected as the ground and coupler links.
Table 4.2 demonstrates the general cases for how the outer loop of possible cyclic quadrilaterals may be oriented within the circle. Case 1 does not contain the center of the circle while
Case 2 does contain the center of the circle. It can be seen that a cyclic quadrilateral following the
condition of Case 1 is capable of producing three different mechanisms that can potentially demonstrate extra and intramobile behavior (Open A, Crossed 1A, Crossed 2B). However, a mechanism
that follows the conditions of Case 2 may only produce one extra/intramobile mechanism (Crossed
1A).
Special conditions exist in the event that a link within the cyclic quadrilateral intersects the
center of the circle. If one link extends halfway across the circle, the mechanism cannot exhibit
intramobile behavior [15]. These special conditions are discussed in the following subsection.

4.4.1

Special Conditions
The only condition for which Case 1 can have a link intersect the center of the circle is

when this is caused by one of the outer links. In this scenario, both configurations Open A and
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Crossed 2B are now incapable of intramobile behavior (but may still exhibit extramobile behavior).
There are no other changes for this special condition. Note that configuration Crossed 1A can still
exhibit both intramobile behavior and extramobile behavior, even if one of the outer links intersects
the center of the circle.
There are two special conditions that exist for Case 2. The first is if one of the crossed
links intersects the center of the circle. If this occurs, configuration Crossed 1A cannot exhibit
intramobile behavior. However, it is important to note that now configuration Crossed 2A, which
Table 4.2: General cases of cyclic quadrilaterals and their capacity to generate extra and intramobile mechanisms (shown with the shadow method). Mechanisms without the shaded region
overlapping the center of the circle can possibly be extra and intramobile. Dashed lines
indicate the ground link.
Case

A

Open

Crossed
1

Case 1

Crossed
2

Open

Crossed
1

Case 2

Crossed
2
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previously could not exhibit intramobile or extramobile behavior, can now exhibit extramobile
behavior (in this special condition). There are no other changes for this first special condition.
The second special condition exists when both crossed links intersect the center of the
circle. (This can only happen if the mechanism is a crossed parallelogram mechanism.) Similar
to above, in this condition, configurations Crossed 1A and 2A can exhibit extramobile behavior
but cannot exhibit intramobile behavior. It should be noted that these configurations may have
extramobile motion in only one of the two directions of motion. For a link to extend through the
middle of the circle, its actual link shape must extend at an arc length πR around the circle. While
either direction may be used (link curving either direction around the circle), only one direction
can be selected for extramobile motion. In other words, a link that extends halfway around the
circle cannot be used to provide extramobile motion in both directions.

4.5

Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter shows how cyclic quadrilaterals can be used to design cylindrical developable

mechanisms. The generalized equation for the radius of the circumcircle (Eq. 4.7) provides a
versatile way to determine the geometry of a developable mechanism. For example, the link lengths
of a planar four-bar mechanism can be used to determine the geometry of the developable surface
to which it can be mapped. Or a combination of the developable surface geometry and several link
constraints can be used to find the other missing variables.
Planar four-bar mechanisms can be mapped to regular cylindrical surfaces, regardless of
their Grashof condition. However, only Grashof mechanisms can be mapped to these surfaces in
a crossed configuration. Therefore, the only way to map a non-Grashof mechanism to a regular
cylindrical is in its open configuration. Forming any four-bar mechanism from a crossed cyclic
quadrilateral forces the mechanism to be a Grashof mechanism, regardless of any other geometrical considerations. Any cylindrical developable mechanism in a crossed configuration can be
identified as a Grashof mechanism without any calculations.
It can observed from Table 4.2 that the only way to create an open-loop mechanism that
achieves extra or intramobile behavior is through Case 1, Open A. Because the center of the circle
is not within the shaded portion, according to the shadow method, this type of mechanism can
exhibit extramobile or intramobile behavior. All other cases of convex quadrilaterals result in ex51

clusively transmobile behavior. This is significant because it has been established that non-Grashof
mechanisms can only have convex cyclic quadrilateral configurations. Therefore, the only way to
have a non-Grashof mechanism that can exhibit extramobile or intramobile behavior must belong
to Case 1, Open A. Therefore, for non-Grashof mechanisms desiring intramobile and extramobile
behavior, all vertices must lie on one half of the circumcircle. Any other case of mechanism that
can exhibit extramobile or intramobile behavior is necessarily a Grashof mechanism.
This chapter also demonstrates that depending on the position of the vertices of a cyclic
quadrilateral, there are several cases that determine whether certain behaviors are possible from
different developable mechanisms. For a given cyclic quadrilateral, it may be possible to achieve
extramobile or intramobile behavior if the correct set of links is chosen to include the grounded
link.
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CHAPTER 5.

5.1

CONCLUSION

Conclusion
The research results presented in this thesis provide tools and methods to design devel-

opable mechanisms. By presenting terminology and analysis methods for developable mechanisms, designers can map complex mechanisms onto conical and cylindrical surfaces.
Chapter 2 introduced conical developable mechanisms and defined useful parameters to
describe their behavior. The projected angles offer a two-dimensional representation of a threedimensional spherical mechanism. With this planar representation, connections can be made to
other planar mechanism analysis methods including those used with cylindrical developable mechanisms. These methods can determine the motion of a conical developable mechanism with respect
to the reference surface using the rules for intramobility, extramobility, and transmobility developed for mechanisms on cylindrical surfaces. The Loop Sum Method uses the projected angles as
a way to determine possible conical geometries to which a spherical four-bar mechanism can be
mapped. A demonstration of using axis-angle rotations for position analysis with the projected angles is presented as well. This method can provide an intuitive approach to visualize the motion of
the links as a sequence of rotations about conical surfaces compared to other spherical mechanisms
analysis methods.
Chapter 3 presents a method to design flat patterns of cylindrical and conical developable
mechanisms that can be formed into their three-dimensional state. It indicates some of the limitations caused by using planar manufacturing methods. It also presents several physical examples to
demonstrate the principles introduced. The method of using flat patterns combines the numerous
advantages of planar manufacturing with the complex motion of developable mechanisms to open
new possibilities to engineers and designers.
Chapter 4 applies principles of cyclic quadrilaterals to design cylindrical developable mechanisms. It outlines some of the limitations of the mobility of a mechanism depending on its config53

uration in the conformed position. If a mechanism satisfies the Grashof condition, it can be mapped
onto two or more distinct cylindrical surfaces in an open or closed configuration. However, nonGrashof mechanisms can only be mapped to one surface in an open configuration. This can also
extend to general mechanism synthesis as any mechanism generated by a crossed cyclic quadrilateral is guaranteed to satisfy the Grashof condition. It also provides a method to determine the
radius of the regular cylindrical surface to which an arbitrary four-bar mechanism can be mapped.
The exploration of mobility depending on the location of the joints and selection of a ground link
allows engineers to quickly determine the possible behavior of all potential mechanism designs.

5.2

Future Work
The work in this thesis lays the foundation for further exploration of developable mecha-

nisms.
While Chapter 2 introduced equations and methods for mechanisms on right circular cones,
future work can develop models for more surfaces such as generalized cones and hybrid surfaces.
The projected angles allow for the application of planar mechanism analysis to spherical mechanisms. Planar projections of the spherical mechanisms on a conical surface may lead to more
useful analysis methods.
The flat patterns shown in Chapter 3 use lamina emergent torsional (LET) joints. Other
work has explored the design of LET joints on a cylindrical surface, but future work could investigate the design of conical LET joints. It can also explore other joints such as membrane joints.
Other models can be developed for other compliant conical developable mechanisms.
The equations presented in Chapter 4 apply to cylindrical developable mechanisms. There
may be similar connections and methods to conical mechanisms.
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